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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation I’ll be discussing some of the characteristics of the technology boundary from the perspective of teachers with low to moderate IT skills.  In particular I’ll be concentrating on the dominance this apparent boundary can have when teaching colleagues are considering using e-learning techniques to deliver material, and/or support their students.  I’ll then move on to describe the strategy we have begun to develop at the University of the West of England, Bristol, to try to help teaching colleagues make the crossing between classroom based techniques and IT enhanced teaching and learning.



The technology boundary – some 
apparent characteristics 

• Appears  difficult to cross 
• Confounded by a different language 
• Constructed by IT specialists 
• The classroom is becoming second 

best 
• Risk of being left behind 
• Student expectation (explicit) 
• Institutional expectation (tacit) 
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The apparent technology boundary has many constituents, most of them now well-recognised.  A few of the most dominant in my experience are as follows:The boundary appears difficult to cross.  It seems likely it will require a lot of time, effort and re-skilling, all luxuries just not practically available to busy teaching staff.This perception is made more real by the different language that is spoken by colleagues who are enthusiastic adopters or specialists working in the IT field.  From “browser” to “zip file”, this new language and what it means is a real barrier to many teaching colleagues.Like all specialisms with their own languages, it can appear that the difficult technical language is a deliberate attempt to shut out those who are not interested in how the machines work. The car analogy is pertinent here. I have only a basic idea of how the internal combustion engine works, and to be honest I don’t care.  I like driving cars though, just as I enjoy driving computers.Some tutors are beginning to feel that if they continue to teach in a classroom setting with little use of IT, they will be seen as being old-fashioned, as they may feel that the classroom is being viewed as somewhat passe. This is not necessarily true, but it can be a strong perception.This perseption leads to a fear of being left behind, and the longer teachers remain disengaged from IT the wider the technology boundary is likely to be when they finally get to cross it.Students have a vocal expectation that IT will be available to support them in their studies - not just as a service of computer provision with appropriate software for the student’s own use, but as a teaching and learning support medium that is actively used by the tutors.  Certainly at UWE the students have no shyness about making their feelings known on open university discussion forums and in M&E questionnaires.The teacher’s institution is likely to be much less forceful than the students, taking the line of providing the enabling software and leaving the decision whether or not to use it up to individual tutors.  However, there is usually at least a tacit expectation on behalf of the institution that the software will be used – otherwise what is the point of providing it?



The upshot 

• Technology dominance 
• Difficult to envision the potential of 

IT  
• Lost opportunities for enhancing 

teaching and learning 
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The upshot of the apparent technology boundary is:The technology can be seen to be the driver.  Rather than asking “what do I want my students to be able to do” the question that is more often posed is “What can [Blackboard, WebCT, Boddington, Moodle, TOIA, Question Mark etc etc] do?”For this reason it can be difficult for teaching colleagues to see the potential of IT to enhance their teaching and their students’ learning.  So, opportunities are lost.



The UWE strategy 

• Reduce bottlenecks and 
dependencies on small numbers of 
technical staff 

• Not require teachers to re-skill 
• Teachers use the media with which 

they are familiar 
• Let technology do conversions to 

web friendly formats 
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There is an important role for specialist designers and developers when creating technically demanding materials.  But, requiring most learning materials to be produced by specialist teams can create bottlenecks and dependencies.  In fact, the production of many learning materials in accessible formats best suited to VLEs is something that all teaching staff can accomplish.  The strategy at the University of the West of England, Bristol, (UWE) is that academic colleagues should not be required to “re-skill”, but to continue to use the Microsoft Office suite with which they are familiar.  IT Services now provides a number of networked conversion services; for example to translate Office documents into html format, pdf format and html learning packages, together with a service that converts animated and narrated PowerPoint presentations into Flash format. 



The tools 

• Word to html – Transit 
• PowerPoint to Flash – Pointe Cast 

Publisher 
• Office documents to pdf – Active 

pdf  
• All tools available on networked 

drives – upload files to source 
folders and pick up conversions 
from output folders. 
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